
NORCAL CONFERENCE PROCEDURES (updated May 1, 2021):  
 

 

1.0 – RULES REGARDING THE SCHEDULE AND NORCAL CONFERENCE PLAYOFFS: 
PLAYOFFS plan.  Any changes must be authorized by the Nor Cal President and be necessary due to 
team drops.  

SCHEDULE – Prior to the start of the season, Association’s work with the Scheduler to determine times, 
locations and days games are played at their home field.  Once the schedule is released, association 
presidents ARE NOT ALLOWED TO MAKE ANY CHANGES WITHOUT THE APPROVAL OF THE 
NORCAL PRESIDENT. If the games are played (and a complaint is filed) or not played due to an 
unapproved and officially announced change by the home association, the host will forfeit the games.   
Nor Cal will advise all associations of schedule changes in case teams want to scout or attend another 
game.   
 
DIVISIONS (6U, 8U, 10U, 11U, 12U, 13U, 14U):    
6U – Just as with the Tiny Mites all 6U teams will play in the Tiny Mite/6U Bowl with the winners moving 
on to the Area Playoffs and Championships.  6U teams will be divided into between 2-4 areas with 4-8 
teams in each Area depending on the number of teams.  We can have as many as four 6U champions 
instead of just two.  If no 6U teams want to go to Nationals, Regionals, or State games then the NorCal 
tie-breaker system (which uses opponents record/winning % but does NOT use points scored or score 
differential) will be used to decide which of the 6U champs is highest ranked.   

8U through 14 U can have up to a maximum of 16 teams make the playoffs.  As many as the top 8 
teams, determined by record and the tie-breaking process, will complete in D1 playoffs (as long as there 
are the rule-mandated 4 teams minimum in D2).  We will use the following chart to determine the 
number of teams in D1 and D2 for each Division.   

NUMBER OF TEAM MAKING THE PLAYOFFS WITH 3 WINS (or 2 wins if there is room but teams that 
qualify for D2 will not be forced up to D1 to make room for 2 win teams): 

7 teams or less – all teams are Division 1  

8 teams – 4 D1 and 4 D2 

9 teams – 5 D1 and 4 D2 

10 teams – 6 D1 and 4 D2 

11 Teams to 14 teams – 6 D1 and 5-8 D2                                                            

15 teams – 7 D1 and 8 D2 

16 teams – 8 D1 and 8 D2   

 
If needed the teams in D1 will be broken down into two brackets including the teams who want to go to  
nationals (D1N) and the top 2 or 4 D1 teams that are not going to AYF nationals (D1L) for any reason 
(such as less than 16 players or cannot afford to travel etc.…).  Play-in games allow for up to 4 teams in 
either D1N or D1L (max 8 total).  Teams forced to play in D1N do not have to go to nationals.  Teams 
must declare if they want to go D1N or D1L no later than Sunday night of week 6.  Only teams 
participating in D1 playoffs can advance to Nationals.  There is no nationals for D2 teams in 2019. 
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QUALFIYING: 
 
PLAYOFFS: It takes a minimum of 3 wins to qualify for the playoffs but there is no guarantee a 3 win 
team will make it into the playoffs.  A team with two wins can request to participate if there is room in 
the playoffs, however 2 win teams that forfeit their games in either week 7 or 8 will not be allowed into 
playoffs without approval and paying a $250 deposit, which will be returned if the team shows and plays 
or paid to the host if the team has to forfeit with 12 players or less.  (Teams that qualify for D2 will not 
be forced up to D1 to make room for 2 win teams):                                                                                                          

SEEDING INFORMATION: 

Teams are seeded according to their record into D1N, D1L and D2.  Identical records are broken by Nor 
Cal tiebreakers.  The higher seeded team is home.  If a team is hosting playoffs but is not the higher 
seeded team, they have the option of playing on the home side of the field.  In that situation, the chains 
would also be on the home side of the field. 
 
TIE BREAKERS FOR SEEDING: TIE BREAKERS FOR SEEDING: Tiebreakers for making playoffs or 
seeding purposes are:                                    

(1) Head-to-head competition (includes if 3 or more tied, best head-to-head record or % vs teams with the 
same record).  NOTE: In A three or more team tie, A team who lost to one team and did not play the other 
is eliminated from the top position but can still get the second position if the team that beat them 
advances over the third team who they did not play (Example: Team A beat Team B and are both tied 
with Team C.  Team B is eliminated from the highest seed between the three teams and Team A and C 
are compared.  If Team A advances on Common Opponents or Winning % etc…, Team B and C are then 
compared on Common opponents record etc…for the next highest seed).                                                                                                                                                             

(2) Better record or % against common opponents.                                                                                                      

(3) Strength of Schedule - Winning % of ALL opponents:  

(4) Strength of Victories - Winning % of Teams beaten 

(5) Strength of Schedule exclude opponent byes  

(6) Strength of Victories exclude opponent byes    

(7 Better record without Byes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

(8) Coin toss.                               

 
NOTE #1: Byes and games against non-AYF teams are considered wins. 
 
NOTE #2: Regular season tie ball games go to OVERTIME if approved by the host president and the 
referees, so a winner is declared.  There will be NO MORE THAN TWO OVERTIMES.  If overtime is not 
possible due to darkness, time constraints or is not decided in the maximum two overtimes, ties count 
as half a win and half a loss, so a 4-2-2 record is equal to a 5-3 record. 
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MATCH UPS –  
If there are 8 teams in the playoffs, in D1 the First Round is 1 vs 4 and 2 vs 3 in each semi-final 
bracket with the winners playing for the Bracket championship (Conference Semi-finals) the 
following weekend with bracket winners playing for the D1 championship.                                         
 
D2: 1-8, 2-7, 3-6, 4-5 (or play-in up to16 teams Exception: The Nor Cal The Nor Cal President may 
make changes in the play-in and first round (including D1 first round with 4 teams) to reduce 
travel but the top 4 teams in a 7-8 team field or top 2 teams in a 4-6 team field in any division 
cannot meet in the first round. 
 
 


